IASC Accountability and Inclusion
Resources Portal Accessibility Assessment Report

Date: November 20, 2020
Standards applied: Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 Level A & AA
Automated Testing Tools used: Deque’s aXe and ANDI
Browser used: Chrome
Screen reader used: NVDA

Global issues (seen on Home page (landing page) and other pages)

1. Select Language combo box does not have an associated label. This affect users with screen readers. However, this is not a major issue since default value of combo box is “Select language”
2. None of the focusable elements have visible focus indicator. This will help keyboard-only and low vision users to know which element has the current focus
3. Before “About link” screen reader has detected a checkbox that labelled as “Toggle main menu” but such an element is not visually available
4. Search element is not available in tab order
5. Role of “Search” clickable element does not get exposed to screen reader. It needs to be marked up as <button>
6. When Search form is expanded, Close button is not available in tab order.
7. Role of “Close button” in search form does not get exposed to screen reader

Resources page
No issues found

Login page:

1. Fields marked with * are required but no such instruction is provided. Above the form, there should be a line that states “Fields marked with * are required”
2. There is an additional text for each form field but not associated with input fields; as a result, screen reader users do not get access to this information when they are browsing in focus mode (also known as forms mode).
3. When required fields are left blank and activates “login” button, required fields are highlighted in red color but no error messaging is exposed to screen reader.

Request new password page
No issues found
Register page
Same issues as noticed on Login screen

Account Created Page
No issues found

About Page
No issues found

Resources Page
1. None of the input fields have associated labels. As a result screen reader users would not get label information when browsing in focus mode.
2. All combo boxes - values are not read by screen reader when browsing in focus mode
3. “Delete” link for selected resource type does not have accessible name
4. “Delete” element for selected resource type appears and functions like a button but marked up as a link.
5. Advanced Search expand / collapse element is not operable using keyboard
6. Advanced search fields are accessible even when module is collapsed
7. Expand / collapse button does not have an accessible name and role
8. Screen reader continuously reads “lisg edit blank”
9. Calendar widget is not accessible using keyboard
10. When “more” link is activated, content gets added above the link but focus remains on “more” link itself. It’s recommended to have a pagination instead of infinite scrolling
11. “More” link appears and functions like a button (to infinite scroll) but marked up as a link.

Search results page
No issues found

Service Director page
No issues found

Accountability and Inclusion Helpdesk
1. There is an image that describes process. But that does not have a text alternative. Since most of this image contains text, this could be done in other means instead of an image
Blogs page

1. Input fields in the search form do not have associated labels
2. Accessible name, role and state for Search widget do not get exposed to screen reader.

Blog post page

1. Accessible name for social icons are read twice by screen reader
2. Add a comment element appears and functions like a button but marked up as a link.
3. Add a comment link is not functional